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Abstract
Few philosophers today embrace quantitative hedonism, which
states that a person’s well-being depends only on the amount
of her experienced happiness and suffering. Despite recent
attempts to rehabilitate it, most philosophers still consider it
untenable. The most influential arguments levelled against it
by Mill, Moore, Nozick and Kagan purport to demonstrate
that well-being must depend on more than only the amount of
experienced happiness and suffering. I argue in this paper that
quantitative hedonism can rebut these arguments by pointing
out a shared systematic flaw in their argumentative structure. In
particular, I argue that they are based on thought experiments
that invoke either structurally unreliable intuitions or intuitions
that are not in tension to the tenets of quantitative hedonism.
While this does not rehabilitate the theory by itself, it shows that
the classical arguments against quantitative hedonism provide
less evidence against it than commonly thought and certainly do
not conclusively prove it wrong.
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Introduction

Rarely any philosopher nowadays embraces quantitative hedonism,
which states that a person’s well-being depends only on the amount of
her experienced pleasure (or happiness) and displeasure (or suffering).
This is astonishing, since historically it used to be an influential and
powerful theory, both in antiquity and in the nineteenth century during
the period of British empiricism.1
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Roger Crisp [12, pp. 619f.] offers three reasons to explain the decline
of (quantitative) hedonism in the twentieth century.2 First, many re-
garded it as a “philosophy of swine” including – very prominently – John
Stuart Mill, whose attempt to adjust it by distinguishing between lower
and higher pleasures has, however, been widely considered to be either
incoherent or to abandon hedonism altogether. Second, G. E. Moore
formulated several arguments against hedonism including the Heap of
Filth thought experiment, which were at the time considered to seri-
ously undermine hedonism. Third, Robert Nozick then dealt, as Crisp
[12, p. 620] puts it, a “near-fatal blow” to hedonism with his famous
Experience Machine thought experiment.

Although historically somewhat less influential, there is another ar-
gument in the same spirit that should be added to the list. Shelly Kagan
came up with a thought experiment that is widely taken to be the best
example of modern criticisms against hedonism. Kagan’s argument of
the Deceived Businessman appears even more powerful than the earlier
ones by Mill, Moore and Nozick.

Despite these arguments and the fact that hedonism has nearly van-
ished as a position in the debate, it doesn’t seem anymore so obvious
that it is as “wildly implausible” as Nozick [45, pp. 42ff.] or Sobel [52,
p. 244] have claimed.3 Recent attempts to rehabilitate hedonism show
that as a theory of what a good life consists in (prudential or value he-
donism) and as a basis for a theory of what is right to do (hedonistic
utilitarianism) it is anything but untenable.4

The arguments leveled against hedonism purport to demonstrate that
the amount of overall happiness cannot be the only factor when evalu-
ating a person’s well-being or moral actions. They aim to show that
we care about things besides our experiential states, and they do so by
invoking intuitions – that we intuitively prefer a state, world or action
for the sole reason of its beauty, autonomy, truth or, in the case of Mill,
that it generates more noble pleasures. From this they draw the conclu-
sion that the amount of pleasure is not the only thing that intrinsically
contributes to well-being or the morality of actions.

In this paper I will argue that the arguments by Mill, Moore, Noz-
ick and Kagan share the same systematic flaw. There are two inherent
problems they have in common. First, they are based on thought exper-
iments that for the most part invoke structurally unreliable intuitions.
Second, with regard to the intuitions that can be considered reliable,
what the thought experiments show is not in contradiction with or even
in tension to hedonism.
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I will briefly discuss the four thought experiments and reconstruct
the corresponding arguments (section 1), before presenting a general ar-
gument scheme that explicates their common structure (section 2). I will
then argue why the thought experiments are unreliable and ultimately
unsuccessful in showing what they aim to show (section 3).

1 The Thought Experiments

The classical arguments made against hedonism involve thought exper-
iments. They invoke intuitions that aim to show that we care about
more than merely the amount of pleasure – and thus that quantitative
hedonism is false. There are, of course, important differences between
them. As I will argue, however, they have essentially the same structure.
In this section I will reconstruct the four main arguments with special
focus on the thought experiments they rely on – to make this common
structure transparent. Naturally, such a reconstruction will not be un-
controversial. I think, however, that even though the authors themselves
may have had different intentions with regard to their arguments, they
typically are presented (in the literature, but also in many textbooks
on ethics) in a way that makes most sense if understood in the way
reconstructed here.

The goal will thus be a moderate one – I aim to show that hedonism
can escape the conclusions of the classical arguments as they are typically
presented in the debate and what premises have to be accepted to do
so. Consequently, there may be other, more sophisticated, arguments
(or versions of these arguments) that refute hedonism after all, and the
premises that hedonism is committed to may still be unacceptable to
many of us.

Note also that the arguments have been interpreted as being directed
against prudential hedonism, value hedonism, and hedonistic utilitarian-
ism respectively.5 My reconstruction of them is intended to show that
this difference in aim makes no difference to their evaluation; all four ar-
guments fail for the same reason. Keeping this in mind, please bear with
me in the following reconstruction and assessment of the four classical
arguments against hedonism!

1.1 The Philosophy of Swine

Jeremy Bentham [4, p. 206] famously said that, quantity of pleasure
being equal, pushpin is as good as the arts and science of music and
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poetry. Thomas Carlyle saw this position with “inveterate dislike” and
considered it “a doctrine worthy only of swine”.6 Mill’s restatement of
this criticism can reasonably be seen as a thought experiment in its own
right.

Let us imagine the life of a fully satisfied pig wallowing in the mud.7

The pig experiences more pleasure (both in terms of duration and inten-
sity) than any human being and certainly more than you and me. We
can conceive of it as the most satisfied pig ever – as ever-happy.8 Would
you trade places with it? Mill claimed:

Few human creatures would consent to be changed into any
of the lower animals, for a promise of the fullest allowance
of a beast’s pleasures; no intelligent human being would con-
sent to be a fool [...]. It is better to be a human being dissat-
isfied than a pig satisfied ; better to be Socrates dissatisfied
than a fool satisfied. [42, sec. II 6]

Almost no one would trade places with the pig. Most of us have strong
intuitions to reject the offer to become an ever-happy pig. The thought
experiment seems to show that there are some pleasures that are so
exquisite – like listening to the opera or reading Greek philosophers –
that no amount of lesser pleasures could compensate them.9 Trading
one’s life for the life of an ever-happy pig would still make one worse
off, even though we, as human beings, may experience less intense and
fewer pleasures. The reason lies, so it seems, in our ability to experience
pleasures of a higher quality.

The argument of the Philosophy of Swine (S) can be restated in the
following way:

(P i
S) Almost no one would trade their life for that of the

ever-happy pig.

(P e
S) If almost no one would trade their life for that of the

ever-happy pig, people value some pleasures intrinsically
more than others.

(P r
S) If people value some pleasures intrinsically more than

others, there is more to well-being than the amount and
intensity of pleasure.

(Ph
S ) If hedonism is correct, well-being depends only on the

amount and intensity of pleasure.

(CS) Hedonism is false.
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Mill’s thought experiment has been used to show that hedonism can-
not account for the intuition that we don’t want to live the life of the
ever-happy pig. We consider some pleasures more valuable than others
because of some intrinsic quality – not merely due to them being more
intense or longer-lasting.

The argument is deductively valid and contains prima facie plausible
premises. Premise (P i

S) is the premise relying on the intuition that
is invoked with the thought experiment; namely that we don’t want to
trade our life for the one of the pig. Premise (P e

S) is the essential premise
used in the argument, which connects the intuition with a more general
claim about what we value. Premise (P r

S) is a general reliability claim
that we don’t systematically err with regard to values. Premise (Ph

S ) is
simply the premise characterizing hedonism. And, finally, the conclusion
(CS) states that hedonism is false.

1.2 The Heap of Filth

Historically, Moore was crucial in bringing hedonism down. His most
devastating argument against it used the Heap of Filth, which Moore
took to thoroughly refute the theory that happiness is the only intrinsic
value. Hedonism is false because there is more we value than mere
experiential states. He states the thought experiment in the following
words:

Let us imagine one world exceedingly beautiful. Imagine it as
beautiful as you can; put into it whatever on this earth you
most admire–mountains, rivers, the sea; trees, and sunsets,
stars and moon. Imagine these all combined in the most
exquisite proportions, so that no one thing jars against an-
other, but each contributes to the beauty of the whole. And
then imagine the ugliest world you can possibly conceive.
Imagine it simply one heap of filth, containing everything
that is most disgusting to us, for whatever reason, and the
whole, as far as may be, without one redeeming feature. [43,
sec. 50]

There are two worlds – one beautiful and one ugly. And, crucially, there
is nobody who will ever experience either of them. This given, Moore
[43, sec. 50] asks us which of the two worlds has more value, whether
“it is better that the beautiful world should exist than the one which is
ugly”.
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Moore’s thought experiment is different from Mill’s one in the sense
that it does not involve the lives of sentient beings. We have to deter-
mine the value not of one’s life, but of a world independent of anyone
experiencing it. It has been criticized extensively that it is not clear
what it could mean for a world to be more or less valuable if there is
nobody to experience it.10

We can, however, look at the action of creating one world or the
other and ask the question Moore asked: “Would it not be well, in any
case, to do what we could to produce [the beautiful world] rather than
the [ugly one]?” Since we are here not only concerned with a person’s
well-being, but also with the question of what ought to be done, Moore’s
thought experiment can – in principle and in this formulation – pose a
serious problem to hedonism. The argument of the Heap of Filth (H)
can then be precisified as follows:

(P i
H) Almost everybody would rather produce the beautiful

world.

(P e
H) If almost everybody would rather produce the beauti-

ful world, there is more that people intrinsically value
than mere experiential states.

(P r
H) If there is more that people intrinsically value than

mere experiential states, there are other intrinsic values
than pleasure.

(Ph
H) If hedonism is correct, the only intrinsic value is plea-

sure.

(CH) Hedonism is false.

Moore used his thought experiment to show that quantitative hedonism
cannot account for the intuition that we value beauty, even if there
is nobody to appreciate it. The argument, as reconstructed above, is
deductively valid and contains prima facie plausible premises.

Premise (P i
H) encapsulates the intuition that we like a world full of

beauty more than one which is a “heap of filth”. Premise (P e
H) estab-

lishes the connection between this intuition and the claim that we intrin-
sically value beauty, and premise (P r

H) states that if we think it more
valuable to create a beautiful world rather than an ugly one, there must
be another intrinsic value – namely, beauty, which is independent from
any experiential state. Thus, combined with premise (Ph

H), hedonism is
false.
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1.3 The Experience Machine

Virtually every single book on ethics that discusses hedonism rejects it
using the Experience Machine. Undergraduate philosophy students are
usually introduced to this thought experiment for the primary reason of
being persuaded that hedonism is untenable.11

Consider how Nozick originally stated it:

Suppose there were an experience machine that would give
you any experience you desired. Superduper neuropsycholo-
gists could stimulate your brain so that you would think and
feel you were writing a great novel, or making a friend, or
reading an interesting book. All the time you would be float-
ing in a tank, with electrodes attached to your brain. [45,
pp. 42-43]12

We are further told not to worry about our family or possible break-
downs of the machine. We are assured that everyone we care about will
also enter the machine (or otherwise be happy) and that the machine
works perfectly. We can now choose to plug into the experience machine.
Would you do it?

Most people will pass on a life of great pleasure in the experience
machine for what they currently have. They will prefer their real and
less pleasurable life to the artificial one in the experience machine. This
shows – so Nozick – that more than just our experiential states matter
because living in reality matters to us, too. Sobel [52, p. 244] considered
the intuitions invoked by the experience machine to strike “at the heart
of hedonism”.

The argument of the Experience Machine (E) can be formulated as
follows:

(P i
E) Almost no one would enter the experience machine.

(P e
E) If almost no one would enter the experience machine,

there is more that people intrinsically value than plea-
sure.

(P r
E) If there is more that people intrinsically value than

pleasure, there are other intrinsic values than pleasure.

(Ph
E) If hedonism is correct, the only intrinsic value is plea-

sure.

(CE) Hedonism is false.
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According to Nozick, his thought experiment shows that hedonism can-
not account for the intuition that we do want our life to track the truth,
even if it makes us less happy. His argument, as formulated here, is
deductively valid and contains prima facie plausible premises. Premise
(P i

E) is the premise relying on the intuition that is invoked with the
thought experiment; namely that we don’t want to enter the experience
machine. Premise (P e

E) is the premise connecting this intuition with a
more general claim about what we value. Most people don’t want to
enter the experience machine because they think that a life in it is not
real and that experiences based on reality are more valuable than those
created by a machine. In short, we don’t want to enter a machine that
makes us happy but disconnected from reality. Finally, premise (P r

E) is
the assumption that we can generally trust what people value to actually
be valuable. That is, there must be some intrinsic value to connected-
ness to reality, authenticity or truth. But this entails, combined with
premise (Ph

E), that hedonism cannot be correct.13

1.4 The Deceived Businessman

Hedonism claims that only the amount of pleasure is ultimately relevant
when evaluating someone’s well-being. So far this claim has been cri-
tiqued by pointing out that not all pleasures are equally relevant (in the
Philosophy of Swine argument) or that there is more than the amount
of pleasure – such as beauty or truth – that has intrinsic value (in the
Heap of Filth and Experience Machine arguments).

Kagan’s Deceived Businessman aims to show that there are plea-
sures of a certain kind – namely “false” pleasures – that are worth less
than “true” pleasures.14 Kagan describes the thought experiment in the
following words:

Imagine a man who dies contented, thinking he has achieved
everything he wanted in life: his wife and family love him,
he is a respected member of the community, and he has
founded a successful business. Or so he thinks. In reality,
however, he has been completely deceived : his wife cheated
on him, his daughter and son were only nice to him so that
they would be able to borrow the car, [etc.]. [29, p. 311]

Has the deceived businessman had a good life? Hedonism seems to
be committed to say yes. However, almost everybody thinks that the
deceived businessman has had a bad life. If we had the choice to live the
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same life without being deceived, we would choose to be the businessman
whose experienced pleasures were grounded in reality. The deceived
businessman’s pleasures are in some sense “false” or “fake” and are thus
less valuable. The argument of the Deceived Businessman (D) goes as
follows:

(P i
D) Almost no one considers the life of the deceived busi-

nessman as good as one of the businessman who was
not deceived.

(P e
D) If almost no one considers the life of the deceived busi-

nessman to be as good as the one of the businessman
who was not deceived, there is more that people intrin-
sically value than mere experiential states.

(P r
D) If there is more that people intrinsically value than

mere experiential states, experienced pleasure cannot
be all that matters to well-being.

(Ph
D) If hedonism is correct, experienced pleasure is all that

matters to well-being.

(CD) Hedonism is false.

Kagan argues that hedonism cannot account for the intuition that the
deceived businessman has had a bad – or at least worse – life.15 Premise
(P i

D) encapsulates this intuition. Premise (P e
D) states that this intuition

entails that we value other things besides experienced pleasure – such
as tracking the truth, being connected to reality or simply not being
deceived. If we intrinsically value truth, however, there is – according
to premise (P r

D) – in fact some intrinsic value besides experienced plea-
sure. Consequently, hedonism must be wrong because the lives of the
businessman who was deceived and of the one who was not deceived are
valuable to different degrees, even though the pleasure experienced is
quantitatively equal in both. Kagan’s argument is deductively valid and
contains prima facie plausible premises.

2 The Arguments’ Common Structure

The four arguments share the same argumentative structure. Starting
with the assumption that hedonism implies that pleasure is the only
intrinsic value, they invoke a thought experiment which shows that most
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people think that there is more to well-being or the morality of actions
than solely the amount of experienced pleasure. The argument scheme is
a reductio ad absurdum to show that hedonism is false and it is a typical
instance of the Method of Cases.16

It can be stated in this way:

(P i) Faced with the thought experiment, most people react
in way R.

(P e) If most people react in way R, then they hold normative
conviction non-H.

(C1) Most people hold normative conviction non-H.

(P r) It is not the case that most people err with regard to
normative convictions.

(C2) It is the case that non-H.

(Ph) If hedonism is correct, then it is the case that H.

(C) Hedonism is false.

We start with people’s reaction to the thought experiment (P i). Most
of us intuit that it would be a bad idea to become an ever-happy pig
or to enter the experience machine. Why do we think so? Why do we
consider the deceived businessman’s life to be worse? The fact that many
people share these intuitions – that they react in the same way – must
be explained.

The second step is an inference to the best explanation. It is argued
(or often just claimed) that the best explanation for these shared intu-
itions is that some pleasures are more noble than others, some pleasures
are “false” due to the way they are brought about or simply that people
intrinsically value beauty or truth (P e). By this inference we conclude
that people hold such normative convictions (C1).

Only in a third step, another conclusion is drawn, namely that there
really are the corresponding intrinsic values – intrinsic values incompati-
ble with hedonism (C2). This conclusion depends on the general reliabil-
ity claim that people don’t systematically err with respect to normative
convictions (P r).

Finally, since hedonism entails that there cannot be such intrinsic
values (Ph), it must be false (C). Or so it seems.17 In the next section,
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I will show what hedonism is committed to in light of the thought ex-
periments and why the arguments by Mill, Moore, Nozick and Kagan,
as they are presented here, do – at the end of the day – not pose a threat
to it.

3 The Thought Experiments’ Implications

The thought experiments function both as alethic refuters – in Roy
Sorensen’s sense – and as intuitions pumps – in Daniel Dennett’s sense.
As alethic refuters, they are intended to falsify a statement or theory by
constituting a counterexample to it.18 As intuition pumps, they invoke
reactions with strong intuitive components.19 While thought experi-
ments are not problematic by and in themselves, our intuitive judgments
concerning their ramifications cannot simply be relied upon without jus-
tification.20 Our intuitions “crucially and unavoidably” influence our
overall judgments, as Bostrom and Ord [5] claim, and psychological bi-
ases tend to distort our intuitive judgments when faced with thought
experiments.

Such distortion is particularly likely if features are stipulated that
are so unrealistic that we have not experienced anything like them – as
it is the case in the thought experiments.21 Qua thought experiments,
they require us to imagine something to be the case. We are asked to
imagine a possible world in which everything is true that is entailed by
the description of the thought experiment. But not any such possible
world will count: the possible world must be closest to our actual world.
Only then is it allowed to draw inferences from our intuitive judgments.

There is a methodological choice on a continuum between two ex-
treme approaches to evaluating such thought experiments – when imag-
ining possible worlds in order to pump moral intuitions. One extreme on
the continuum is what I call trust approach: we rely on the description
of the thought experiment and take everything stipulated at face value.
The other extreme on the continuum is what I call realism approach:
We rely on our previous knowledge about the world when entertaining
the experiment and contextualize it according to what we already know
and take to be plausible.

Of course, we usually do something in-between – and unconsciously
so.22 We always rely on the description of the thought experiment and
try to take into account the stipulations as adequately as possible (oth-
erwise it wouldn’t make sense to entertain the thought experiment in the
first place). At the same time, we always fill in the details of the thought
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experiment with our world knowledge and rely on what we consider to
be plausible (after all, the whole point of a thought experiment is to
invoke intuitions based on what we imagine to be the case).

In the following subsections, I will argue that this methodological
choice makes it very hard for us to reliably infer anything from our
intuitive reactions to the thought experiments.23 There are three options
for the hedonist to rebut the arguments. First, she can doubt premise
(P i) – maybe people don’t find it as revolting to become an ever-happy
pig or prefer as strongly the beautiful world as it is claimed. As a matter
of fact, there have been empirical studies which cast doubt on the claim
that intuitions are as clear and widespread as many in the debate have
assumed.

I don’t want to discuss the validity of such empirical studies in this
paper.24 I think that the hedonist should have an explanation for anyone
who has reaction R in face of the thought experiment, even if at the end
there are not as many as originally assumed. So let us take premise (P i)
for granted.

The second option consists in attacking premise (P e). The hedonist
can argue that there is a better explanation for the fact that most people
react in way R than that they hold normative conviction non-H. It is
not self-evident that reaction R includes or implies any judgment about
values.

Finally, the third option is to attack premise (P r), arguing that in
the special circumstances of the thought experiments, people in fact err
with regard to normative convictions. Even if people explicitly make
value judgments when confronted with the thought experiments, they
may be mistaken.

3.1 Between Trust and Realism

Keeping in mind that it is not opaque to us where our intuitions come
from when entertaining thought experiments in which we can imagine
different scenarios on a continuum between trust and realism,25 we may
revisit the four arguments and ask ourselves

(1) whether our intuitive reaction when faced with the thought ex-
periments really is conclusive evidence for the claim that we have
non-hedonistic normative convictions – i.e. evidence for the infer-
ence to the best explanation in premise (P e) – and

(2) whether these convictions also reliably track actual moral values:
Can we rely on our normative convictions when formed in the
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context of the thought experiments – i.e. are we warranted in
assuming the reliability premise (P r)?

The Philosophy of Swine Revisited

The Philosophy of Swine argument has been heavily criticized very early
on by, for instance, Moore [43], Green [22] and Bradley [6]. Hauskeller
[25, p. 428] has more recently argued that Mill failed to defend utili-
tarianism against the (at that time) potentially fatal charge that it is
a philosophy “worthy only of swine”’ because he tacitly presupposed
non-hedonistic standards.

So, let’s look at the intuitions invoked by the thought experiment.
Apparently, we don’t want to trade our life for that of the pig. But why?
We may feel disgust when imagining the life of a pig – be it as happy as
possible. Also, such a happy life seems extremely boring. But, evidently,
our feelings of disgust or our sense of boredom when considering the life
of the ever-happy pig must not influence our judgment on whether to
trade our life for that of the pig. The pig will – by stipulation – not
experience disgust or boredom.

While it is certainly a fact that some activities (such as listening
to the opera) can produce more and more lasting pleasure for some
people. It is also true that other people get more pleasure from watching
football games than from listening to the opera. The pig will – by
stipulation – be as happy as the happiest person listening to any opera
can be. We, as humans, may not be able to really imagine to get as
happy by wallowing in the mud as by listening to the opera because
we have already experienced the “higher” pleasures of listening to the
opera. They are “higher” only in the sense that having experienced them
precludes us from experiencing some other – “lower” – pleasures. It
doesn’t mean that the fact that some people get more and more lasting
pleasure from listening to the opera is a reason to rate the pleasure
experienced objectively higher.

Another reason which might prevent us from trading with the pig
is that we would lose control about our life. Who does guarantee that
we’d be and remain happy as a pig? From our experience we know that
pigs are usually not very happy and, crucially, lack authority over their
lives. Most pigs’ lives in the real world seem miserable. If something
goes wrong, as a pig I have few means to ensure my happiness. The
experimenter could change her mind or be hindered to ensure my ever-
lasting happiness. Then, I would live the life of a pig in the normal
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world – which seems horrible. If we are to trust the experimental design,
however, this – by stipulation – cannot happen.

A more serious reason to not trade with the pig concerns our personal
identity. Will we remain the same person when becoming the ever-happy
pig? This is hard to imagine. But if we cannot imagine it, there is further
reason not to trade with the pig, since we don’t want to cease to exist.
We wouldn’t be the ones experiencing all the happiness that this pig is
going to experience. But, then, it seems better to remain a slightly less
happy human being – and to remain oneself.

As the persons we are, we intuit – for all these reasons – that we
wouldn’t be happy doing what the pig does and can do. Mill’s thought
experiment is strongly affected by status quo bias and our anthropocen-
tric perspective – we assess the pig’s life from our own (human) stan-
dards.26 We cannot imagine the pig to be truly happy. That is, we aren’t
seriously entertaining the idea of the ever-happy pig and thus don’t trust
the experimental design. Then, however, premise ( ) is not warranted
because there are better explanations for most people’s initial reactions
than their purported conviction that the ever-happy pig’s life is worse
than a less happy human’s one because pigs cannot experience as noble
pleasures as humans can.

But even if we trust the experimental design, there is still strong
reason not to become the ever-happy pig. For instance, as pigs, we
cannot support and help other people. We would endanger our means
to make other sentient beings happy. How many other persons could we
– as happy pigs – make happy? This alone is a striking reason to reject
becoming the ever-happy pig.

Let us now with best intentions and efforts try to ignore such ad-
ditional intricacies and further stipulate that our becoming ever-happy
pigs wouldn’t affect anybody else. We may even assume that everyone
will be happier than before. Then, the situation becomes less clear. Ei-
ther we still have the inclination to not become pigs and stick to our
intuition, or we – faithfully imagining the thought experiment – deflate
it.

In the first case, I argue, there is some evidence that we are mistaken.
Irrelevant factors such as the sense of boredom and disgust or the feeling
of responsibility for other people tend to (subconsciously) sneak into the
possible world that we imagine for the thought experiment.27 If we do,
however, these are better explanations for our intuitive reaction R than
our having non-hedonistic normative convictions.

However, even if people consciously come to the belief that some
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pleasures are intrinsically more valuable than others, there is reason
to doubt that they established the belief in a sufficiently reliable way.
Consider this alternative thought experiment which we can call Alien
Pleasure:

Alien Pleasure
Imagine that we get in contact with a superior alien race with
much better means to get the most noble pleasures. Should
we trade our life for a life of such an alien, knowing that it
will be less pleasurable in intensity and duration, but with
the guarantee that we will experience more noble pleasures
than we have ever experienced before?

If we completely trust the experimental design and choose to remain hu-
man in the Philosophy of Swine, as Millians we must choose to trade our
lives for those of the aliens, since they are able to experience the nobler
pleasures. If we are not willing to do it, we are only left with distrust-
ing the experimental design or choosing to become the ever-happy pig
in the Philosophy of Swine. Either way, the anti-hedonistic intuitions
are deflated. If we choose to become the ever-happy pig, premise (P e)
is not warranted. If we distrust the experimental design, the normative
convictions we gathered from entertaining the thought experiment are
at best doubtful. If we don’t faithfully imagine a possible world in which
the pig is truly happy, premise (P r) is not warranted. Why should we
trust our intuitions when formed under biased conditions?

It is anything but clear where our intuitions come from – even when
we choose to become aliens. We don’t just know the normative con-
victions non-H. We bring information with us that might or might not
belong to the thought experiment, such as a sense to miss something
great – e.g. the noble pleasure of listening to alien opera – something
that would outweigh additional (expected) happiness we as ordinary hu-
mans would experience.

Hedonism thus has the resources to counter the Philosophy of Swine
argument by deflating the intuitions invoked by it – both on the level
of normative convictions (P e) and actual values (P r). Our intuitive
reaction R and our holding normative convictions non-H can best be
explained with recourse to our cognitive limitations and the questionable
reliability of our intuitions when imagining something as unrealistic as
becoming the ever-happy pig.
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The Heap of Filth Revisisted

The Heap of Filth faces some of the same problems as the Philosophy
of Swine, even though it was originally directed just against value he-
donism. There are other important differences, too. The main objection
that has been made against the Heap of Filth is that Moore inadver-
tently contaminated his worlds with consciousness.

It is close to impossible to discount oneself – to remove oneself from
the equation – when entertaining thought experiments. And, as the
persons we are, it naturally is better to have a beautiful world than to
have an ugly one – because it brings more pleasure to experience beauty
than to experience ugliness. Surely, we are supposed to imagine the
worlds entirely empty of sentient observers. But how can we do such a
thing?

Can we really exclude the possibility that some sentient being might
somehow stumble on the world at some time? For this being it would be
better to find it beautiful. But even if we could exclude this possibility,
simply producing one of the two worlds gives us pleasure to different
degrees. It arguably is more pleasurable to create a beautiful world. And,
finally, if either world simply existed, it arguably is still more pleasurable
to imagine the beautiful world.

We cannot think about the world without thinking about it from
some perspective. But if we tacitly and inadvertently introduce some
observer, premise (P e) is not warranted. The best explanation for re-
action R is not that people believe beauty to be intrinsically valuable.
The best explanation is that people imagine a world that in some way
contains or creates more happiness.

If we trust the experimental design, we have to exclude any conscious
being – we have to exclude ourselves from the thought experiment. But
does it then make sense to even ask the question anymore? How should
anything have value – if not to someone?

It is nowadays rather uncontroversial that there is something struc-
turally amiss in Moore’s Heap of Filth.28 If people, after becoming aware
of these problems, still have reaction R when faced with the thought ex-
periment, it cannot be inferred from this that they believe beauty to be
intrinsically valuable. Even if people explicitly claim to believe beauty to
be intrinsically valuable, the unrealistic nature of a comparison between
such uninhabited worlds provides strong reason to doubt premise (P r).

Thus, the same argumentative flaw appears in the Heap of Filth:
We cannot trust our intuitions when doing something as outlandish as
comparing Moore’s worlds, since we (subconsciously and systematically)
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introduce irrelevant factors into the equation: Either people don’t ac-
tually hold normative convictions non-h or they are likely to err with
respect to them.

The Experience Machine Revisited

Let us now consider the Experience Machine argument in more detail.
There is a huge and ongoing debate on the setup of the thought exper-
iment and the intuitions invoked by it. At least three basic problems
have been identified. First, people resist imagining the very possibility
of such a machine and worry, for instance, that it might not work as well
as stipulated. Second, people find it hard to give up the responsibility
for their loved ones. And, third, people inappropriately or irrationally
prefer an option because it preserves the status quo.

Let’s start with a general remark. Cutting oneself off the exter-
nal world for limited periods of time can be – and often is – desirable.
Watching television, playing video games, reading novels or going on
holidays are ways to temporarily enter some form of experience machine
– metaphorically speaking. In contrast to Nozick’s experience machine,
there are two crucial advantages to watching television or going on hol-
idays, however. First, we remain alert to the external world to some
degree. We don’t have to put all our trust in some “superduper neuro-
scientists” and a supposedly perfectly functioning machine. Second, we
remain agents capable of promoting our own happiness and the happi-
ness of others.29

If these conditions are not met, we consider activities of shutting one-
self off the external world to be harmful because they put us in danger
of ending up with less overall happiness due to long-term consequences,
risks and uncertainties. That’s why we consider it bad to take heroin.
Given our own epistemological limitations, it rarely makes sense to put
everything on the same card and completely trust somebody or some-
thing with our happiness and the happiness of those we feel responsible
for. In a world as complex as our own, not even the hedonist should enter
the experience machine when invited by “superduper neuroscientists”.

The hedonist cares about how the world really is. But not because
there is some intrinsic value in authenticity or truth, but because it
makes it considerably more likely to promote happiness when one has a
firm grasp of reality. We shouldn’t lose control and autonomy over our
life because they are highly instrumental to our happiness in the actual
world. The intuition invoked by the Experience Machine may thus be
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debunked by pointing to its likely evolutionary causes, as Crisp [13, p.
122] suggests:

Valuing honesty, transparency, genuineness, and so on, has
a clear pay-off : it fends off deception, and thereby assists
understanding of the world, which itself issues in a clear
evolutionary advantage.

The intuition that connectedness to reality matters is based both on our
biology and experience. That is the first problem; it is extremely hard
to imagine that there is such a perfect machine and such trustworthy
neuroscientists that it would be more likely to be happier without our
conscious control.

The second problem concerns our responsibility for other people. We
naturally wonder what will happen to our loved ones and everybody
else after entering the machine. Again, it can simply be stipulated that
they are cared for. But what would such a possible world look like?
If we try to imagine a world where everyone – every sentient being –
is being cared for by trustworthy, benevolent and ingenious – in fact,
nearly omniscient – neuroscientists who have created a perfect machine
that will never break down and can generate happiness for billions of
sentient beings, it becomes rather unclear what our intuitions tell us
precisely. Such a world would be very different from the actual one.

And this is the third problem. When relying on our intuitive judg-
ments, particularly in an underspecified and out-of-the-ordinary envi-
ronment, we are likely to process irrelevant factors due to unconscious
bias, as [54], [63], [38], [60], and [40] have pointed out. There is evidence
that many people’s anti-hedonist intuitions about Nozick’s experience
machine arise from status quo bias, for instance.30 As Weijers [58, p.
101] puts it, “we have mislabelled what we are familiar with as ‘reality’”.
Variants of the experience machine like the vignettes by de Brigard [7]
or the Trip to Reality by Weijers [60] may show how intuitions change
once we control for this bias.

These variants reverse the direction; instead of leaving reality and
entering the machine, we have the choice to leave the machine and enter
reality. Such reversal tests are to ensure we don’t mistake familiarity with
reality. Consider Weijers’ Stranger No Status Quo thought experiment:

A stranger, named Boris, has just found out that he has
been regularly switched between a real life and a life of ma-
chine-generated experiences (without ever being aware of the
switches); 50 % of his life has been spent in an Experience
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Machine and 50 % in reality. Nearly all of Boris’ most en-
joyable experiences occurred while he was in an Experience
Machine and nearly all of his least enjoyable experiences
occurred while he was in reality. Boris now has to decide
between living the rest of his life in an Experience Machine
or in reality (no more switching). [61, p. 525]

The question now is what would be best to do for Boris himself – to
choose a life in the experience machine or in reality. We are asked to
ignore “how Boris’ family, friends, any other dependents, and society
in general might be affected, and assuming that Experience Machines
always work perfectly” [61, p. 526]. While the Stranger No Status Quo
avoids most problems related to status quo bias, there are still worries left
concerning the reliability of our intuitions. Can we really just ignore our
social connections to other people and the possibilities of the machine’s
malfunction? If there is any uncertainty, it is difficult to tell how happy
we would be in the long run for any decision.31 Also, we might simply
be too curious for Boris to try his real life – anticipating future pleasure
in reality from finding out.32

Another way to adjust the Experience Machine may be to set it up
in the past. Consider this alternative thought experiment:

Stranger in the Past
Imagine an experience machine which has been running
smoothly for many centuries with many people having been
plugged in. Two hundred years ago also Boris chose to plug
in. We know that Boris spent 90 years in the machine until
he died and that he has had a gloriously happy life there –
one he wouldn’t have had outside the machine. Was his life
in the machine better for him than the one he could have had
outside?

Most problems of Nozick’s Experience Machine, Weijer’s Trip to Reality
and Stranger No Status Quo are not present. Arguably, there is no
status quo bias and no doubt about the functionality of the machine.
Perhaps, more people would now say that Boris made the right choice.
But there might still be people who have strong intuitions against Boris’s
plugging in. What could the hedonist tell those who have the intuition
that Boris made a huge mistake?

Let’s spell out the details to assess the soundness of the inference to
the best explanation in premise (P e) and the reliability of our intuitions
in premise (P r). How would a world look like in which such a machine
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has worked perfectly for such a long time? What could Boris have done
outside of the machine in such a world?

There is absolutely no way to tell because the existence of such a
machine is so outside of our experienced universe that we cannot draw
any reliable inference to the nature of such a world. The only thing that
we know for sure is that such a world would be extremely different from
our actual world – just as in the original Experience Machine thought
experiment. Thus, even if no bias can be clearly identified, there is still
reason to doubt our initial reactions to the thought experiment.

There is neither ground to back up the inference to the best expla-
nation in premise (P e) nor reason to believe that people can just rely
on their intuitions (P r). If we simply take the thought experiment’s
description at face value, we silently introduce irrelevant factors to the
possible world. If we realistically spell out the details, we have to imag-
ine a world which is so unlike our actual one that our intuitions become
highly unreliable.

All three problems (the functionality of the machine, the role of other
people and possible biases) concern the fact that we cannot easily dis-
regard knowledge about us and the world when entertaining thought
experiments. Even if we are explicitly told that some aspects are irrel-
evant, we anyway tend to take them into account in some way. In any
even remotely realistic scenario, nobody – not even the most passion-
ate hedonist – enters the experience machine. That is, if there remains
some tiny little bit of doubt about the neuroscientists’ or the machine’s
trustworthiness, not even the hedonist would enter it.

The Deceived Businessman Revisited

Kagan’s Deceived Businessman is far more realistic, but faces essentially
the same problems as Nozick’s Experience Machine. The bias in the De-
ceived Businessman is (again) the following: We cannot easily discount
information that we have.33

For the thought experiment to work, we need to mentally separate
the phenomenon of being deceived from its usual implications. We know
that deceived people are generally worse off. So in any world remotely
similar to the actual one, we have good reason to feel sorry for them.
We cannot put ourselves entirely in the businessman’s shoes, since that
would mean to unknow something that we know.

The phenomenon is similar to cases in which people feel sorry for dead
people when after their death it is found out that they have been cheated
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on. It is sometimes rational to feel sorry if we have reason to suspect
that the person cheated on had doubts and consequently suffered from
jealousy or other worries. But even if we don’t, we usually feel sorry.

A straightforward explanation lies in our inability to disregard infor-
mation we have. In the Experience Machine we cannot easily discount
the possibility that the neuroscientists are not as trustworthy as we are
told. In Kagan’s thought experiment we cannot easily discount the pos-
sibility that the businessman did somehow know or at least feel that
he was being deceived – and, as a consequence, that there had been
consequences to him in matter of experienced suffering.

But even if we could discount this information, we may say: “Good
for him to have had such a life, but how terrible for his wife, children,
friends and colleagues!” Again, if we want to imagine the scenario in
some detail, we have to take into account the other people mentioned in
the experiment. It will presumably be dreadful for them to live with such
a delusional and self-opinionated man. It would be better for them not
to have such a person around. Rarely anybody wants to be so deceived
that they cannot recognize whether their fellow sentient beings are in
pleasure or pain.

An additional aspect, which is relevant in the Deceived Businessman,
is that we tend to evaluate from the point of view of the remembering
self.34 That is, we re-evaluate experienced happiness or suffering based
on the knowledge that we have at the moment of remembering. Memo-
ries of one’s own happiness have been shown to be highly unreliable.35

There are usually stark differences between the remembering self and
the experiencing self. In hindsight, we “remember” our holidays to be
spectacular because we blend out the arduous flight, the mosquitoes and
the arguments with the kids. Instead, we focus on the two minutes of
tranquility during the sunset. That’s fine because the process of remem-
bering is itself an experience which can be more or less pleasurable. And,
often, there is no reason to dwell on bad memories, even though in fact
we have experienced less pleasure than we believe.

Sometimes, however, it is the other way around. We feel bad when
we imagine that the businessman has been deceived because we imagine
his happiness not as it was when he experienced it, but as it is remem-
bered in our imagination – with the knowledge that it was all a lie. We
know this phenomenon when people re-evaluate their romantic relation-
ships once they have painfully ended. Suddenly, many happy moments
become sad – not because they were, but because we put them in context
with the new narrative of our life which includes the painful end of the
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relationship.

Certainly, it would be painful for the businessman to wake up from
his illusion at the end of his life and realize that he had been deceived
during all that time. This is – by stipulation – excluded from the ex-
periment. But this mental picture is at least part of what gives us the
intuition that his life must have been worse than the one in which he
was not deceived. We don’t want to be deceived because – as a rule of
thumb – deception leads to suffering. This rule is deeply rooted in our
brains (both genetically and socially). If we cannot discount it, however,
premise (P e) is not warranted because we can easily explain our intu-
ition in terms of pleasure and pain. And, even if people explicitly believe
that the deceived businessman’s life is worse, their conviction will not
be formed in a reliable way. They subconsciously and systematically in-
troduce irrelevant factors such as their feelings about deceived persons,
the impact of deception on other people or hindsight evaluation. Then,
premise (P r) is not warranted.

3.2 Intuitions and Values

We can now draw a general lesson. On the one hand, if we take the
thought experiment’s description at face value and trust our intuitive
impulse by imagining whatever comes to our mind, the argument poses
no harm to hedonism because the initial reactions are easily explained;
for any of the four arguments, there are several other plausible expla-
nations why people show reaction R than their having anti-hedonist
normative convictions.

On the other hand, if we interpret the experiment realistically and
explicate the sensible ways to fill in the details, it poses no harm to
hedonism either because the intuitions are not anti-hedonist anymore.
In anything close to the real world the hedonist would never trade her life
for that of the pig, choose the ugly world, enter the experience machine,
or consider the life of the deceived businessman equally good. Only in a
thought experiment that one entertains faithfully and without questions
asked must the hedonist trade her life for the pig’s one, be indifferent
about choosing the beautiful or ugly world, enter the experience machine
or consider the life of the deceived businessman equally good. But even
the tiniest little bit of doubt makes it rational to do what everyone would
do. In the real world, there is always a tiny bit of doubt. In the real
world, we should steer clear from these choices because they cannot be
expected to optimally promote happiness.
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It is not a trivial task to fully explicate what a thought experiment
entails. As Dennett puts it with respect to John Searle’s Chinese Room
thought experiment, intuition pumps discourage “us from attending to
[all the supposedly irrelevant details]. But if we are to do a good job
imagining the case, we are not only entitled but obliged to imagine [the
scenario in a detailed way]. But then it is no longer obvious” that the life
of the pig is less good, that the beautiful world is more valuable, that
the experience machine should not be entered and that the deceived
businessman has had a worse life.36 Is the best explanation for the
initial intuition really that there are qualitatively different pleasures or
intrinsic values?

As a matter of fact, people value all sorts of things. People give value
to paintings and cars, to justice and honor, to friendship and friends, to
money and health. How we decide what to value depends on our intu-
itions and preferences. And, our intuitions and preferences depend on
our biological constitution and our convictions about us and the world.

Our intuitions are shaped by the way we live and the way our ances-
tors used to live.37 In situations which are part of or at least sufficiently
similar to our and their lives this is fine and our intuitions can be ex-
pected to provide good prima facie evidence – but this evidence can
be thwarted by unexpected or unusual conditions – which give rise to
structural bias.38 This precondition makes it a rather weak indicator
of how we should evaluate situations that are very unlike our usual life.
The best explanation for our initial reactions R may not be that we
have anti-hedonist convictions. For all four thought experiments, there
are multiple alternative explanations that are at least equally plausible.
Hence, premise (P e) is not warranted without further argument.

Moreover, our moral convictions in the thought experiments don’t
show us what actually is valuable. The four classical arguments against
hedonism (as they are usually presented) presuppose that something’s
seeming valuable in the thought experiments is conclusive evidence that
it is valuable.39 It is doubtful, however, whether we are warranted in
presupposing this and assuming premise (P r). But this premise is cru-
cial, since hedonism – properly stated – entails that a person’s well-being
does depend on the amount of happiness only. More to the point, it does
not entail that people (say that they) intrinsically value happiness only.
The hedonist estimates the overall happiness resulting from her options
to decide which one to choose – even if this might be something that goes
against her initial intuitive reaction. The intuitive reactions themselves
are at best prima facie evidence for her moral judgments.
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Thus, both premise (P e) and, especially, premise (P r) are in dire
need to be justified independently. Neither of them is warranted as it
stands and can be assumed without high theoretical costs. In contrast,
giving them up doesn’t have any particularly bad consequences for the
quantitative hedonist.

Summary

The classical arguments made against quantitative hedonism are sys-
tematically flawed. The Philosophy of Swine, Heap of Filth, Experience
Machine and Deceived Businessman are intuition pumps that prime us
for mostly irrelevant aspects in out-of-the-ordinary contexts, while ob-
scuring the causes of our intuitions. Once the salient aspects are identi-
fied as irrelevant and the causes of our intuitions are uncovered, there is
no reason to assume that non-hedonistic values such as beauty, auton-
omy or truth cannot be properly accounted for as instrumental within
quantitative hedonism. The thought experiments invoke intuitions that
are irrevocably influenced by our knowledge about the real world in
which there contingently are strong relations between autonomy, self-
determination, beauty, truth, reality, etc. and happiness. Quantitative
hedonism is thus committed to certain empirical claims about how we
form our intuitions about values and the reliability of these intuitions –
but it is not proven wrong by the arguments classically levelled against
it.
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Notes

1 Quantitative hedonism has most prominently been put forward by Jeremy Ben-
tham and David Hume and is also sometimes called traditional hedonism.

2 In this paper, I use “hedonism” to refer to quantitative hedonism if it doesn’t
lead to confusion. I want to contrast it not only with non-hedonistic theories of
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well-being, but also with modern versions of hedonism such as the attitudinal
hedonism of Fred Feldman [20,21]. Please also note that I use “hedonism” in a
strictly normative sense that includes prudential or value hedonism that may
provide the basis for hedonistic utilitarianism. Here, I am not interested in
hedonism as a psychological theory of what people actually aim for in life.

3 There are many philosophers issuing similar verdicts. See, for instance, [39], [30],
[49], [54], or [8].

4 See, for instance, [36], [12], [56], [26], or [61].

5 For example, Nozick did not originally use his Experience Machine thought ex-
periment to argue against prudential hedonism. Instead, it was only adopted for
this purposes later on (including by himself in [46]).

6 See [10, p. 65]; the quotes are from [42].

7 I don’t try to provide a historically accurate interpretation. This is one of several
possible interpretations of this passage in Mill’s Utilitarianism. Some would
prefer to understand it simply as polemics or an illustration of another – more
complex – argument by Mill. These are viable interpretations, too. What I claim
is merely that people have understood his argument thus and used it to attack
hedonism.

8 I use “happiness” here to denote the positive difference between pleasure and
displeasure; I don’t mean eudaimonia or anything loaded with values other than
experienced pleasure.

9 Mill thus abandoned quantitative hedonism and replaced it with qualitative he-
donism. While Acton [1, p. 541] calls quantitative hedonism “shocking but con-
sistent” his verdict on Mill’s qualitative hedonism is even less favorable – calling
it inconsistent. Some have tried to make sense of it as a version of quantita-
tive hedonism, while others, such as Tännsjö [56, p. 97], consider it outside the
“hedonist camp altogether”.

10 Cf., e.g., [28].

11 Cf. [12, p. 620] or [2, p. 257].

12 Cf. [46, pp. 104ff.] for a slightly different version of the Experience Machine.

13 This reconstruction resembles the abductive reconstruction by [62].

14 This distinction is also drawn when hedonism is attacked by arguments based
on the intuition that pleasures resulting from behavior as bad as sadistic torture
are “false”. The existence of such “perverted” pleasures purportedly shows that
well-being cannot depend solely on the amount of experienced pleasure. Cf. [24,
p. 56], for the so called “evil pleasures objection” to hedonism.

15 Cf. [31, pp. 43ff.].

16 In each such instance, a theory or generalization is taken to be undermined by
an intuition regarding a particular hypothetical case. Cf. [41].

17 While Weijers and Schouten [62] have identified nearly the same argumentative
structure with respect to the Experience Machine, their reconstruction is limited
to this particular thought experiment and it is evaluated quite differently by the
authors.

18 Cf. [53].

19 Dennett [17, p. 12] said: “Intuition pumps are cunningly designed to focus the
reader’s attention on ‘the important’ features, and to deflect the reader from
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bogging down in hard-to-follow details. There is nothing wrong with this in
principle. Indeed one of philosophy’s highest callings is finding ways of helping
people see the forest and not just the trees.” Cf. also [16] or [37].

20 Intuitive judgments based on thought experiments seem likely to mislead. Cf.
[14], [57], [23], [55], [37], [44], [63], [60]. Cf. [11] for an up-to-date discussion of
the reliability of intuitive judgments in philosophical thought experiments.

21 Cf. Weijers [60, p. 22], who argues that “most philosophical thought experiments
stipulate features that are so unrealistic that we have not experienced anything
like them or we have experienced the very opposite of them. When these clashes
occur, our intuitions are likely to be based on information that is not just irrel-
evant, but contrary to the point of the experiment itself. It is these features of
intuitive cognition that enable structural biases to affect our judgments about
thought experiments in ways that our deliberative judgment is not usually af-
fected.”

22 But even if we successfully lift our cognitive reaction from the unconscious to
deliberate thought, we are often stuck with post hoc rationalizations that are
biased in other ways. Cf. section 3.2. For a detailed account, see also [63] or [60].

23 While it can be argued that the thought experiments’ authors themselves did not
intend to infer anything from our intuitive reactions, most of the literature has
(implicitly or explicitly) been taking them to do so. Compare [3], replying to the
claim that philosophers do generally not rely on intuitions, for example - a claim
put forward by [9] and [18].

24 There is good experimental philosophy on the Experience Machine: See, for
instance, [47], [7], or [60]. There are some doubts on the reliability of such
empirical surveys in experimental philosophy, though. The results should thus
be interpreted with care. Cf. [51] for a (problematic) critique of [7]. For a (quite
convincing) reply, see [59].

25 See [63] or [60]. Cf. also section 3.2.

26 Status quo bias is a type of cognitive bias in which status quo is taken as a
reference point and any change from it is perceived as a loss. Cf. [48] or [34].

27 Also, there is a chance that becoming the happy pig is perceived as loosing the
human way, evaluating the choice as one between incurring costs (becoming the
pig) or not incurring costs (remaining the human being). Cf. [31].

28 Cf. Crisp’s remarks on the second edition of Principia Ethica in which Moore
himself admitted that the book “is full of mistakes and confusions” [12, p. 620].

29 Cf. [26, pp. 342f.] for this point.

30 Cf. [5].

31 See also Silverstein [49], who argues that preferring not to enter the machine
nearly always leads to more happiness in the long run.

32 It may be more telling how most people react to the skeptical Brain in the
Vat scenario discussed in epistemology. According to Tännsjö [56, p. 95], “the
standard reaction [...] is this: ‘So you mean that there is no way for us of telling
whether we are brains in a vat or not? Well, in that case, who cares?’”

33 There are, of course, other responses in the literature to the Deceived Busi-
nessman. For instance, [19] tries to answer the challenge with his account of
(Veridical Intrinsic) Attitudinal Hedonism. I want to examine, however, how the
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unaltered version of quantitative hedonism fares with respect to Kagan’s thought
experiment.

34 See [35] for a differentiation of the remembering self and the experiencing self.
Cf. also [33, pp. 311ff.].

35 See, e.g., [32].

36 See [15, p. 438].

37 See [50] for a discussion of the role of evolution with respect to moral intuitions.

38 Cf. Ichikawa [27, p. 108], who claims that there is no reason why the onus should
be on the “philosophical theorist to explain away misleading intuitions. After all,
we (almost) all agree that some intuitions are mistaken”.

39 Cf. [26, p. 345].
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